Phoenix Merit Badge University
May 4, 2019
Pre-Requisites
List below are the requirements that are required to be completed (pre-requisites) prior to attending the class at
MBU in order to get the blue card sign off during class. If the requirements below are not completed then they can
be done after MBU and a merit badge counselor will have to sign them off when completed. Some of the
counselors have not responded to date with their requirements so this is an educated guess on what they would
most likely want completed prior to class.

Astronomy
Requirements: 4b, 4c, 6b, 8
http://www.scoutmasterbucky.com/Scoutmaster-Bucky-Merit-Badges-Astronomy-ClassPrep.htm
Automotive Maintenance
Requirement 12
Class will be outside, bring a camp chair, water bottle and hat/sunscreen, Wear comfortable clothes that can get
dirty
http://www.scoutmasterbucky.com/Scoutmaster-Bucky-Merit-Badges-Automotive-Maintenance-ClassPrep.htm
Camping
Requirements: 3a-c, 4a-b, 5e, 6e, 7b, 8c, 8d, 9a, 9b: 1-6 (do two), 9c
http://www.scoutmasterbucky.com/Scoutmaster-Bucky-Merit-Badges-Camping-ClassPrep.htm
Chess
Requirement 3. and if you have a chess set please bring it.
http://www.scoutmasterbucky.com/Scoutmaster-Bucky-Merit-Badges-Chess-ClassPrep.htm
Chemistry
Requirements: 2b, 2c, 5, 6, 7
http://www.scoutmasterbucky.com/Scoutmaster-Bucky-Merit-Badges-Chemistry-ClassPrep.htm
Citizenship in the Community
Requirements: 2a, 2b, 3a, 3b, 5, 7a, 7b, 7c, 8
Website for movie list for #5 - http://www.eaglecoach.org/wpcontent/uploads/2013/07/Citizenship-in-theCommunity-Acceptable-Movies.pdf
http://www.scoutmasterbucky.com/Scoutmaster-Bucky-Merit-Badges-Citizenship-in-the-CommunityClassPrep.htm
Citizenship in the Nation
Requirements: 2a-d (Do two), 3, 6, 8
http://www.scoutmasterbucky.com/Scoutmaster-Bucky-Merit-Badges-Citizenship-in-the-Nation-ClassPrep.htm

Citizenship in the World
Requirements: 4 a-c (Do two), 7 a-e (Do two)
http://www.scoutmasterbucky.com/Scoutmaster-Bucky-Merit-Badges-Citizenship-in-the-World-ClassPrep.htm
Communications
Requirements: 1a-d (do one), 2a, 2b, 3(write the speech), 5, 6, 7a-c (do one), 8
Requirement 5 is to attend a public meeting (city council, school board, etc.) and to listen for points of view. To get
this requirement signed off during the MBU, bring a short report telling me what public meeting you attended,
what issues you heard discussed, and what the points of view were that you heard being presented. A couple
paragraphs is fine. It does not need to be long.
Requirement 8 is to MC a troop event (court of honor, campfire, or worship service). If you already did this, you can
get it signed off during the MBU if you bring a note from your Scoutmaster telling me about the event you
conducted.
http://www.scoutmasterbucky.com/Scoutmaster-Bucky-Merit-Badges-Communication-ClassPrep.htm
Cooking
Requirements: 4a, 5a-f, 6a-f, 7
Scouts should bring a Camp Chair, water bottle and hat/sunglasses as class will be outside.
http://www.scoutmasterbucky.com/Scoutmaster-Bucky-Merit-Badges-Cooking-ClassPrep.htm
Dog Care
Requirements: 2, 4, 8, 9
http://www.scoutmasterbucky.com/Scoutmaster-Bucky-Merit-Badges-Dog-Care-ClassPrep.htm
Emergency Preparedness
Requirements: 1 - Earn First Aid Merit Badge, 2c, 7a or b, 8b, 9b
Environmental Science
Requirements: Review 1 and 2, 3d, 3f, 4a, 4b
http://www.scoutmasterbucky.com/Scoutmaster-Bucky-Merit-Badges-Environmental-Science-ClassPrep.htm
Family Life
Requirements: 3,4,5
http://www.scoutmasterbucky.com/Scoutmaster-Bucky-Merit-Badges-Family-Life-ClassPrep.htm
First Aid
Requirements: 5 (bring the first aid kit to MBU)
http://www.scoutmasterbucky.com/Scoutmaster-Bucky-Merit-Badges-First-Aid-ClassPrep.htm
Genealogy
Requirements: 2, 3, 6, 7
http://www.scoutmasterbucky.com/Scoutmaster-Bucky-Merit-Badges-Genealogy-ClassPrep.htm

Law
Requirements: 4, 7, 9
Review the other requirements for understanding.
http://www.scoutmasterbucky.com/Scoutmaster-Bucky-Merit-Badges-Law-ClassPrep.htm
Personal Fitness
Requirements: 1a, 1b, 8, 9
Bring Class B, Wear comfortable clothes and shoes for physical exercise.
http://www.scoutmasterbucky.com/Scoutmaster-Bucky-Merit-Badges-Personal-Fitness-ClassPrep.htm
Personal Management
Requirements: 1a, 1b, 2a, 5, 8a-d, 9a-e, 10a
Please bring a calculator or have one on your phone.
http://www.scoutmasterbucky.com/Scoutmaster-Bucky-Merit-Badges-Personal-Management-ClassPrep.htm
Pets
Requirements: 1,2,4
http://www.scoutmasterbucky.com/Scoutmaster-Bucky-Merit-Badges-Pets-ClassPrep.htm
Weather
Requirement 11
http://www.scoutmasterbucky.com/Scoutmaster-Bucky-Merit-Badges-Weather-ClassPrep.htm

